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PART NUMBER                                 DESCRIPTION
SupaSlim (SS)                       filter wheel for  use with 1.25" and  48mm  filters

SS-L SupaSlim filter wheel with 5 x 48mm disk + M54 plate in lieu of  standard plate 843 €
SS-PL-M54 M54 plate to upgrade standard SupaSlim or Narrow wheel to 'L' specification 43 €
M54M-SCTF Drop-down adapter for M54 plate to convert back to standard female SCT thread 34 €

M54M-M M54 male-male adapter, mates with camera adapters on Tak scopes 43 €
SS -L-KIT M54 plate and M54 male-male adapter purchased together 77 €
SS-L-KIT2 M54 plate,M54 male-male adapter and M54-SCT adapter purchased together 102 €
SS-'X' ** Supaslim Wheel, motorised, inc onboard electronics, psu, RJ cable + PC adapter,s/w 843 €

KEY to 'X'   ** Select 'X' for internal disk required from key below (all are motor versions)
4d 4 x 48mm filter position, plus dark frame position 
5 5 x 48mm filter position including 50.1mm recess, 0.8mm deep for cylindrical mounts

6d 6 x 1.25" filter position, plus dark frame position
7 7 x 1.25" filter position
8 8 x 1.25" filter position

additional disks
FW-'X' eg FW-6d = additional disk assembly with 6d disk, for motorised SS wheel 111 €

********************** ****************************************************************************************************
SS-10 Special motorised wheel for  10 x cylindrical scientific filters (1" x .25")or (25 x 6mm) 1.013 €
FW-10 Additional disk assembly for SS-10 153 €

********************** ****************************************************************************************************
FHU Field Hand Unit for use with any motorised wheel - note no pc control at the same time 128 €

********************** ****************************************************************************************************
Manual Wheels

SS-(X) *-M SupaSlim wheel, manual version, with external Hand-knob 339 €
additional disks additional internal disks  = same codes as 'X' above but add suffix -M eg FW-8-M 119 €

********************** ****************************************************************************************************
Adapters  Note: standard thread on all wheel faceplates is female SCT thread ( 2" x 24tpi)
SCT-T-LR Long  T-thread adapter  inc lock-ring, for SXV CCD etc 51 €

SCT-M42-LR As above but with M42 x 1.0 'Pentax S' thread for SX 'HX' and 'MX' CCDs, etc 51 €
SCTM-M Short  SCT-thread male adapter, for f/6.3 reducer etc, no adjustment 34 €

SCTM-M-LR Long   SCT-thread, male adapter, inc lock-ring, for large chip CCDs 51 €
SCTM-2PFF Short 2" push-fit female barrel, 20mm internal depth, with two thumbscrews 43 €

SCTM-2PFF-L Long  2" push-fit female barrel, 38mm internal depth, with two thumbscrews 51 €
SCTM-TF Drop-down adapter to T  (M42 x 0.75) female thread, 2mm flange 26 €

SCTM-M42F Drop-down adapter to 'Pentax' (M42 x 1.0) female thread, 2mm flange  26 €
SCTM-M48F Drop-down adapter to M48 x 0.75 female thread, 2mm flange  26 €
SCT-M54TAK Converts output for use with 'Wide' T-Rings 51 €

WT-EOS Wide T-Ring for Canon EOS, use with M54 adapter above 60 €
WT-NIK Wide T-Ring for Nikon, use with M54 adapter above 53 €
WT-M42 Wide T-Ring for M42, use with M54 adapter above 53 €
2PFM-TM Low profile adapter for 2" focusers, takes 48mm filter, 20mm barrel length 34 €

2PFM-SCTM Low profile adapter for 2" focusers, takes 48mm filter, 20mm barrel length 34 €
LR-SCT Locking ring for SCT thread, 6mm thickness - screws direcly on focal reducer etc 26 €

SCTF-2PFF Female-female adapter, screws onto SCT  back to convert to 2" push-fit 51 €
T-RING Standard 'Pentax' T2 mount (M42 x 1.0mm), use with M42 drop-down 9 €

SCTF-TM Low profile adapter to convert SCT  to T-thread, use with T drop-down 26 €
TAK72-SCTM low profile adapter to convert Tak 2.7" focuser to SCT thread, use with LR-SCT 51 €

317M male 1.25" push-fit barrel, length 1", use with M42 drop-down 26 €
T-EXT T-thread extender tubes, 5,10,20,40mm 94 €
M42A Low profile male-male adapter M42-M42, takes 1.25" filter, 4mm flange 26 €
M42C As above, T-thread-T-thread, 4mm flange 26 €

Prices subject to change


